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On the nature and origin of the post sunset turbulence in the ABL

5.1. Introduction

The atmospheric boundary layer becomes srnbly stratified &r b sunset owing to the
continuous cooling of the f2arth's surfae due to longwave radiation. Occasionally, this stability is
destructed by a variety of turbulence generation mechanisms, of which dynamic instability by wind
shear is considered to be the dominant and frequent mechanism. Thc structure of the nocturnal
boundary layer (NBL) is, therefore, controlled by two compchng forces of static stability and wind
shear. Depending on their relative strength, the NBL falls into the quiescent ragima donrinatcd by

buoyancy desbuction, the continuously turbulcnt regimc domi~mtedby shear production, or the
intermittent regime where both forcings arc important (Shill, 1988). Increased stratification
produces smaller, weaker and less eflicient turbulcnt cddics. Turbulence in thc NBL is generally
weak, sporadic and occurs in bursts. Thcsc bursts rccouptcs thc surfacc layer to thc abnosphcrc
above and are responsible for the majority of thc upward transport of hurt and downward transport
of momentum (Sun et al., 2002). Thesc bursts primarily associated with strong wind &car can
occur at any height and scale within the NBL and their dominance may v w in time and space.

Thus the NBL may range from filly turbulcnt to intcrmittcntly turbulcnt or cvcn non-turbulent at a
variety of heights, temporal scales and spatial locations. It is rhercforc important to charadcrizc
these bursts and understand the processes responsible for their occwrcncc.
The structure and characteristics (winds and turbulence) of the NBL have bcan studied by
several researchers. They include, role of the Richardson number (Maurirren and Swmson,
2007; Ferrero et al., 2011; Busu et al., 2011), radiative and turbulent fluxes (Gamtt, 1981; Ha
and Mahrt, 2003; Edward!, 22001, surface heterogeneity (Doran et al., 1995; Zhong et al,, 199s;
McCabe et al,, 2007; Stoll. 2007; Reen et al., 2014), large-scale subsidence (Carlson and Stull,
1986; Mirocha and Kosovich, 2014, baroclinicity (Kim and M a h ~1992) on the structure of

NBL. A number of field campaignslexperiments, such as SABLES-98 ( C u r t el al., 2000),
CASES-99 (Poulos et all 2002), SABLES 2006 (Viana el a!., 2007; Yague

el

ab, ,2007),

GABLS ~ d e (GABIS1
s
(Holhlag et al,, 2006). GABLS2 (Svenrron el al., 2011), OABLS3
(Bosveld et al,, 2014)), WMABL (Napp et a!., 2014, have ban conducted wing a v d d y of
instrumentstion, both in situ and remote sensing to understand the horizontal and vertical
s h c u e of wulence during the formation and evolulion of NBL, d the inlarcion of
phenomena affecting the mbulence under diffcrcnt hetememmw 8urfa~e8. Ln pal'ticul~,the
w e a ~ i b~ ~m l of t d u l e n s have been studied by ~ v m memhafs
l
these Dnb~letim
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c~isodesare attributed to a variely of processes. including LW (Banta et a/., 2002, 2001. 2007:
Ohya et

2008; van de Wiel et al., 2010; Kutsher er al., 2014, drainage flows (Mahrt et al.,

2001; Soler ef

Monti el

2002), density currents and katabatic flows (Papadopoulos and Helmis, 1999;
2m.2; Shapiro and Fedorovich, 2007; Shapiro et ab, 2012; Shapim and

Fedorovich, 2014, coherent structures and small-scale motions (C~~rurt
et al., 2002), m c s o - d e

motions (Mahrl el a!., 20071, gravity waves (Ralph cl ul., 1993; Meillier el al., 20013; Sorhjan et
a/., 20131, solitary waves (Cheltang et al., 1990; Coleman et al., 2011), inertial oscillation and
nocturnal jets (Van de Wiel et a/,,2010).

Earlier studies have shown that the turbulence on occasions persists for the whole night
and on.other occasions occurs as a burst. A short burst of turbulence was seen on the night of 05
October 1999 during CASES-99, which is attributed to shear instability waves (Blumen el al,
2001). A detailed analysis, later, rcvealcd that the increasc in vcrtical shear was due to a slowing

down of the flow from below (Ncwsom and Banta, 203). Uou el al. (2014) modelled several
bursts of turbulence within one night and attributed them to the interaction of cold-air bubbles
that are fuelled by down-valley drainage flows and shear.induced wave breaking. The cyclic
process of formation and erosion is repeated during the night, leading to sporadic turbulent
bursting. Recently, Bonin el a/. (2015) have studicd thc spatial and tcmporal extent of turbulence
in two categories of NBL; weakly stable NBL and very table NBL. They noted that the
turbulence is continuous in space and time within weakly stable NBL, while the turbulence
variability is quite complex in very stable NBL, which is diflicult to paramctcrizc or characterize
due to the intermittent nature of turbulence.
Though the.above studies tried to understand the source of turbulence burrsb from cw
studies, the statistical characteristics of these bursts are not known mainly due to the lack of
suf'ficient suitable data. Moreover, most of the studies used the data of either instrumented
~neteomlogicaltower or some remote sensing instrument. A comprehensivc docum&tion

of

these episodes covering the entire ABL, from the s w b a lo the 3-4 ha, is not available in he
literature. Interestingly, the time-height maps of SNR ~d

p m l widths for case ahdia in

Chapters 3 and 4 have clearly shown enhanced values a h the sunset. We refarrd to than hat

as post-sunset turbulence (PST). Therefom, the prwnt study aims to characterize these
hubulena episodes using the &ta fbm a vlriety of

wlkned over 3 y m and find

the sour@(s) for these e p i ~ o bIn. this regard it is i m p m t to obtain answers to the followiog
97
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questions related to these turbulence episodes or PSTS: How ofien tuhulence episodes OCCW
during the NBL? Das PST occurs at all altitudes within the ABL or has any p r c f m h d
height(s)? At what time the PST starts and how long it persists? Dw it &bit my seasonal and
height dependency? Which physical mechanism is respoasiblc for its occurrence?
This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 describes the data and instnunentation
employed. Section 5.3 presents the nature of PST characteristics (occumnce, slar~time and
duration) initially through case studics latcr by using climatologically which also discusses the
plausible source mechanism for its occurrence. The rcsults a n concluded in section 5.4.
5.2. Data and instrumentation

The present study relies on a variety of instruments, bo~hin situ and rcmotc sensors,
wllose measurements not only cover the entire NBL,but also up to 3-4 km. The &la set uscd ill
the present study is same as that of in Chapter 4 and thcrcforc not discussed hcrc again (see
section 4.2 for more details).
5.3. Results and discussion
5.3.1. A case study
A comprehensive view of the evolution of ABL in terms of surface mctborologicrl

quantities (Temperature (I), water vapor mixing ratio (r), wind speed (WS), wind variancc

(A)

and wind direction (WD)), sodar and profiler attributes (range-corrected SNR (hereafter ref&
to simply as SNR), horizontal wind speed, a, w and wind direction) on 17 May 2010 is shown in
Figure 5.1, in which the vertical black solid indicates the time of sunsct. Sunscl on 17 May 2010
occurred at 1845 IST.The evolution of ABL is typical as described in Chapters 3 and 4 uad
therefore not discussed here. The striking feature, which is the subject of the prescnt study, ie the

occurrence of enhanced SNR and spectral width after the sunaet. Enhancement in huhlcncc
(wind varimsJspcs~a1width) is not restricted to NBL, and is

h m the surface up to 2-2.4

km. It also persists for long time as apparent in Figwe * l b . Tbc i n ~ l s i t yof the turbuhce
during this pniod is almost comparable and at tima (aseen in Cluplm 3 and 4) is hi* than
that of during the day lime, when the ABL is buoyantly turbulent. This Ikon( t ~ r b u k n hu
a Uu
potential to

mer.
The two

the surface to the atmosphm above it and ~ k f o r needs
c to be examined
wsom of turbulmg, mnvective and d p h c insdilitia, 4p.t to
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bc present as evidenced by s h n g vertical wmds excmding I m s.' (Figure 5. In) and horlontd
winds (and wind shew) a h v e 400 m (Figure 5.1 h md m). The hlxrimnul win& generally
accelerate (Figure 5.lh) in the hictionless atmo~hhacabove the NBL during the waning
transition period and formed as a nocturnal low-lcvcl jet (NLU).These NLUs arc the cause for
enhanced wind shears that generate turbulence. During the evening transition, the winds dro
change the direction at all heights within the NBL.
Profilr

11 Mw 2010

Figure 5.1: Diurnal vur~icrtion? ~ S I ( I IvuriuhI(~.v
P
UI the sur:tuc,c~ur~dulcJt on 17 Muy 2010, MBLMderived sutfuce (a) T, (b) r, (c) WS (d) d,,,urrci ( ( I ) WI) unrl stnIur.-Jurhrd (I) rungr-correc~ed
SNR, (g) a, (A) WS, (i) w and (il WD. (k-c)) Sutrre us (/::j), ~.r,xt.c~pl
t;lr prqtilur-derived stute
vuriahles. Tlte solid verticcrl line Lrdiculer /Ire lime uf.runsel.

5.3.2. Occurrencc statistics of PST

As thcsc turbulcncc cpisodcs can occur at any height and scalc, depending on the

triggering process, there is a nccd to idcnlify thcsc cpisodcs at all hcightq. Accordingly,
mcasurcmcnts from surface up to 2.1 km have bccn used to identify thc PST.The idcntifim
considered for PST are wind variance at the surface and spectral width aloft. First, the time series
data of the above identifiers were integrated over time ( 5 min) and height (thm heights cqtred
on chosen level) to minimize random fluctuations. T~mporalyfadients of identifiers o v a 30 mjn
have been estimated from 50 randomly sclcctcd days, covering all scnsons. From these 50 case
studies, thresholds are chosen in such a way thar thc algorithm should dcleft thc start and end
time of PST at all levels. The thresholds used for ciich identifier at surface and aloft and the
procedure adopted in the present study are brief4 below,
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wind variance as identifier at surface (5 m): the time at which d, increases (decreases) by 2
(5)0.2 mJ s-' in 30 min is considered as the stat (md)tinlo of PST.
spectral width as identifier at aloR (300 1500 mm):the time at which a increases (dccrcasea) by t
(5)0.2 rn s-' in 30 min is considered as the start (snd) tim of PST.
Note that all the conditions discussed above have been chccktd in thc data collected
during sunset to sunrise. The working of above pmcedux is tested by applying it an a case study
(Figure 5.2).
Z.St

.
181

I

17 May 2010

A

I

I

t

Ih-C),sodar-derived n and (d-e)
Figure 12: Temporal vuriatiofi of MBLM-drri~td/o)
pmfler-derived a The s d a r - and projiler-n are plotted of two reprerenlutive iewl,~each (300
450 for sodor and 900 and 1500 m fir pr(?fiilsrl.V~rficulhhtk .~uIidline indi~*atrsthe
time "fsunre, und verficul hshdgrern (CYUII)
1itir.v indicute thf!slur1 fund) time olPST,

On 17 May 2010, he d,(~igure5.b)increa..mwdonlcllly at the rate of 4.5 m2 per
dathd line), wnsidcrcd as thc stad time of PSl"f It p i @
b longer hn
I h bm,1905 JST
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at h e same rate at 21 15 IST, considered as thc end time of PST.

*a d ppmfiler, d-n&

p h m l y m i r r e d ~ h ain

nfraCtiw in&,
increases 15-30 min after the time of sunset. Inter&ngIy, a p o h w d&y in h e s m
of

PST with increasing altitude is noticed. For instance, the s m time of PST o~

at 1915-1920

IST in the height region of 300-450 m shifted to 1930-3935 IST in the height ~ g i o nof 900- 1500 m
(Figure 5.2k).The total duration of PST also in-

with hdght; from 2 h 5 min at the surface to

3 h 25 l i n , at 1500 m. Clearly. the surface parameters and sodarlpmfilcr attributes show large

start time and

variations during the PST. It is also interesting to note the hci@t w e m y in
duration of PST and also their systematic variation with altihldc,

The occurrence statistics of PSTs, identified from thc proccdurc slated abovc, arc shown
in Figure 5.3. In contrast to the common perception that thc turbulence is occasionally breaks out
during the NBL, the PSTs are ubiquitous and obscwcd in nearly -404% of total observational
days at differcnt altitudes. This indicates that there is a possibility of one PST evcnt in two fair
weather nights. The occurrence shows height dependency with relatively higher occumnca at
higher altitudes (60% in the height region 900-1500 m and -50% in ~ h height
c
region of 300600
m) and lower occurrence at the surface (-38%) The occumcc of PSTs at 1500 m is -12-15%
higher than at 300 m and surface. It is not clear from the above statistics that whether PSTs occur
siinultaneously at all heights? Or confined to some height regions? To ~ l v this
e issue,
simultaneous occurrences (surface and sodar) and independent occurnnca arc scgregatad,
Among 235 nights (clear-sky nights available for the prcsent study), PSTs arc observed in both
surface and sodar observations on 20% of total nights, 21% only at the surface and 26% only in
sodar measurements. About 33% of nights PSTs were neithcr present at surface nor aloft.
The occurrence statistics show a clear seasonal dependency (Figwe 5.3b) with higher
occurrence during summer and lower occurrence during winterlnorthemt fnonsoon. E v a during
the lowest occurrence seasons, the PSTs are prCSCnt On more than 20% of

h'4.

occurrence statistics suggest that hot and dry (cool and moist) conditions are most favorable
(detrimental) for the o c ~ ~ ofe PSTS.
n ~ The
dependmcy in 111 seasons with higher O
~

~

OCCUmenCC

C C u at~ hi&@
~

sbtisti~r~

1 #how4

~ksfn

a l t fim
~ a~ l w dti-~

~the rnagnihde
~
~ of i nh c m in
~ the ocCUrrmCC
l
~ SbItidcl
~
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Figure 5.3: Vertical variation ojPST occurrence at dflerent lewls (sut$ace, 300, 450, 900 and
1500 m) obtained (a)from whole data and (3) in difterent seasons.
5.3.3. Distributions for start time and duration of PST with reference to the time of runrct

The average behaviour of the start time of PST, as identified by different identifiers (i.~.,

d,, at the surface and a in the height region of 300-1500 m) hns becn studied. Figure 5.4 rbow
distributions of start time of PST with reference to the sunset time (PST-.I

start time of PST-

time of sunset) and duration of PST (end rime of PST start lime of PST) at surface and chosen
heights. These distributions are shown in box plots, with 25,50, and 75 percentiles shown by the
lower, middle, and upper horizontal lines of the box, respectively, and 5 and 95% of l e data
range by the whiskers.

It is clear from Figure 5.4 that the PSTs have a p r e f m c c to occur at a particular: time
(depending on the height) aAer the sunset, as 50?h of the distribution is within a period of 40 min

-1h

I5 min (25-75 percentiles). Neveriheless, the distributions am wide at ail heights,

indicating fiat the PSTs can occur as late as midnight (Figun 5.48). Similar to the hd@t
exhibits height d m c n c y with a prowive
delay with altihde, indicating that it follows boMm-to-top wolution avmgh the PSTvariation observed in case study, the PST-
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occurs -1 h 10 min at the surface. -I h 40 min in hci8ht region of 3 0 4 5 0 a and -2 h in he
height region of 900-1500 m, aftcr the time of sunset.

8-

.
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Sfc 300m 460m 900m 1S00m

-

Figure 5.4: Dhtributiorrs (irr ttmu r?fbo.rplols)oJ'(u) PST,,,,,,,.,(.: slur1 lirnc~of PST srrru~ttime)
(h) durution uf PST (= atd rir~ro[ PST - sfflrf tirtte qjPS'S11 ril tht sur/i~~'($,
300, 450, 900, und
1500 m, re~pectively.

Figurc 5.4b clcarly shows that lhc PST is not an inslnnlamow proccss; rathcr oncc
occurs, it persists far considcrablc period. On avcrayc, this duration vatic$ from 2 h at thc surface
to 3 h aloft. The distributions for duration at ? 900 m arc widcr than at lowcr hcights and surface,
indicating that the variability in duration is quite large at higher allitudeo. At times, they persist
whole night, but with varying turbulence intensity. The height variation of duration is ~iniilerto
that of PST,,,,,

with longer durations at higher altitudes. From the height variation of PST-

and duration, one can infer that thc PSTS havc a titlcd plume smbwrc.
A sensitivity analysis is carried out lo know thc impact of the abovc chosen thmboh on

PST characteristics (occurrence, PST,,,& and duntion of PST) m obtained by state identifier,

The chosen thresholds are varied by 120% and the mean PST characteristics obtained by state
identifier is estimate, at different altitudes (Figurc 5.5). It is C ~ C W ~shows
Y
h t ihe st8ti.i~~ a=
103
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not varying much. though the thresholds arc varied by GO%.Fulhn, the height dcpndare of
occurrence. PSTW and dwation of PST is strikingl) appunnt wilh all lhrclbol&. h ah
suggests that the observed vertical variability of PST chacterinia m not an u~hctarising
due to the chosen thresholds.

3 P 4 0 U W 7 0

Durstlon of PST (h)
Figure 5.5: Vnriation clfmuun PST c'huru~~luristicv
((I) oc*currcvrr.p(h) PSTv"wI ~ n (4
d durntron
qj' PST rrs obtained for dilrerear rhraviioldr, ck'pic./ing ~ k uscrrsi/ivily qf'~hri~,sholls
used in rhc
pre.rent study ON the PST charucttristic:v.

5.3.4. Seasonal variation in the start time and duratlon of PST

Thc data sct is segregated bascd on scasons and thc distribution of PSTwM (Figurc 5.68
d) and duration of PST (Figurc 5.6~-h)al dill'crcnl alliludcs arc sllown in Figurc 5 6 , It rcvcals
that, in the height region of 900-1500 m, the distributions for PSI',M show a consiatcnt pattern
regardless of season with small variability within thc scason. At the surfacc, distributjon of

PsT,,,,

is consistent but it docs show somc scasonal variation with warm swans showing early

enhancement in turbulence (60 min afler the sunset). However, the PSTMM ifi slightly different
beheen the seasons and also the variability is reduced (it now represents the night-to-night
of 300-450 m PSTgUeis -1 h 30 min ancf the sunsct n d shows
variability). In the height
large
s e m n at

fro,,, seaon to Jerson, PSTd

leveln

showy l a r varLbility
~
in ~ ~ t h wmonsoon
sl

to other seasons. Interrstinlly, the PST-

follow8 bottom-to-
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top evolution, inespective of season. The duration of PST iho exhibib signific~ntseasonal a d
vertical varbbility. The venical variability in all th s m n s uc newly the m c wiUl longer
durations at higher levels compared to that of surface and low Icvcls.

Figwe 5.6: The dislribulions of PST,,,,,,,. (a-d) and duruliwt o j PST (u-111 us ob/ui/ted bv dtfercnl
ide~rt&!iers .for (a & e) wittlrr (h & J ) sunttwr (c & so~rtltw~~~st
ntomoon untl (d & h) northaw!
mottsoon.

5.3.5. Factorslmechanlsms responsible for the PST occurrence
Turbulence in the lowcr atmospheric boundary laycr dcpcnds on the diurnal hcating and
cooling of the ground (Fernundo et ul,, 2004) and also on mechanical turbulcncc gcner;tcd by
wind shears (Bunru eta/., 2007). During day time, the convective turbulence dominates, whereas
the mcchanical turbulence is predominant during thc night. Ncvcrthclcsu, thc turbulcncc during
the post sunset period is non-slptionary and chaotic, beGdlI8c of wcak aurfau forcing. An altrmpl

has been made to

the plausible mechanism for thc occumce of PST. To better

understand the differences in the background conditions and 10~81circulation patterns between
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he post sunset turbulence nights and normal ni&ts, campsites of surface metwrological

parameters for PST days and non-PST days are conslntctcd.
From the above it is known that the star^ timc of PST at LCsurface shows luge night-tonight variability. To understand it, composites of different mctmmlogiul p n m e t m
constructed with reference to the start time of PST. Thc variation of metmlogiul panuneten
in 6 h (2 h before to 4 h afier the stan time of PST) arc consided. For contrasting, composite^

of meteorological parameters from non-PST days (or normal L y )during the paid 18-24 IST
are considered.
5.3.5.1. Surface background conditions

Figure 5.7 depicts the mean surfacc background conditions (T, r, WS and b
), at 5 m
level between the PST (157 nights) and non-PST (261 nights) days, It is obvious that thc surfacc
conditions are drastically different during PST nights from that of non-PST nights or changing
during the PST. The PST nights are clearly warmer than thc non-PST nights by 4-6 "C,But both
PST and non-PST nights do not show any appreciable variation at the timc of PST, rather on
both days the average temperahue decreased monotonically, Another surfacc characteristic that
shows significant change between PST and non-PST nights is mixing ntio (Figure 5.7b),
Initially, the average (and distribution of) water vapor mixing ntio is same on nights with and
without the enhanced PST at -13 g kg1.Nevertheless, it cnhanced abruptly to 16 g kg" at the
time of PST on PST night, whereas it increased gradually on non-PST night. Winda geaerrlly
decelerate during the afternoon transition mainly due to the reduction of downward transport of
momentum (Mahrt, 1981). This deceleration is seen on both days, but it continued non-PST
night, but winds accelerated dramatically on PST night, Similarly, thc wind variance (a form of
turbulent kinetic energy) also showed marked variation between the PST and non-PST nigh@,
As seen in case study (Figure 5.1), the increase in surface wind could be due to the fomtipn of
low-level jet. As the LU accelerates aAer the sunsel, a layer of enhanced shear develops between
the jet maximum and the Earth's surface generating hnt~u~mcc
in this l a p ( S m d ~ 1988;
,
N a p p ~1991,-~ ~ h1999;
~ Mahrt
t , and Vicken, 2002; Banta a].. 2003; 2W7).Ihs ~II'u
of@
the LLJ thus could act as a control on the magnitude ofnvb~lcncein the NBL.
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F i p r d . 7 : Tvmporul variuliotr (4mwrr strtfucirr.c~slulr ptrrumi3/lJrLr.
(u) T, (1)) r; (r.) WS and (d)
2~1.0
during PST nigh1 (bottom u.ris) and non-PST nigh1 (lop u.riis)
The increase in humidity on PST day is iin inleresliny feature. Generally, the nlixin~ratio
increases with the reduction in turbulence (nnd vice versa) because of the reduction in the
upward transport of moisturc by turbulcncc. In Tact, it is onc of Ihc critcria generally followcd to
idcntify thc aflemoon transition (as discussed in Chaptcr 4). In conlrasl, tllc humidity incrcaecd
on PST day, particularly at the timc of PST. It mcans, thcrc could bc an incursion of moisture
from somewhere else, Then it raiscs anothcr lcyitimatc qucstion that which proccrslmcchanism
is responsible for the moisture incursion? (iadanki is surrounded hy small hillocks and js also
nearly 90 km away from the coast. It is, therefore, possible that wme meso-scale circulation (like
katabatic winds or sca-brccze circulation) can infl~cnccthe S U ~ ~ ~mckorologiC8l
CC
PBrBfnctcts,
~ u tcan
, sea-breeze migrate as deep as YO km'?Is it the mountain induccd meso-gale circulation
that is bringing the

To understand the S

O ~ Cfor~ moisture

incursion, ~ a m ~ s ioft e ~

wind direction during PST and non PST nighls in different s e a m s are ~0mpPnd(Fiare 5.8). L
depicb the avnagc bhaviour of local circulation on PST a d non-PST ni@. The flow
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pattern cclarly dcpicb the seasonal variation. but d o a not show any sipificant variation
between PST and non-PST nights. Though the wind turns tow& south in the late evening, but
this feature is observed during both nighls. It means, even if meso-sdc circulations affect the
surface meteorological parameters, but thcy do on all day. Thcrcforc, thc origin or source of
ohvious. It w m t s a detailed study with intense
moisture (enhancement) is not in~n~ediately
observations and meso-scale models.
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Figure 5.8: Seusorral vurialion in the wind direcliar drrring (u) whrlcr, (h) summer, (c+) sourhwest
crnd (d) norlheasi ut 5 m lvvrl dlrrirrg PST night (ho~tomuxb) cmd Iron PST rtighr (top crwis),
depicting the local circulation.

5.4. Cencludons

The anomalous behavior of turbulcncc occumng atlcr the sunvct at Gadanki has been
characterized, in terms of their occurrence, time of occurrence, duration, height variation and
seasonal variation. The major findings are a9 follows
1. Clearly, PSTS are not rare, rather prcscnt in nwly 40 dO?hof obrrvations.
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2. The occurrence shows height dependency with relatively highcr occumce at higher

altitudes (60% in the height region 9WL500 m and -50% in the height region of 300600 m) and lower occurrence at the surface (-3H?/D).

3. The occurrence shows seasonal dependency with higher wcumnca during summer at all

levels. The feature of higher occurrence of PSTs at higher altitudes is s e a in all seasons.
The occurrence statistics suggest that hot and dry (cool and moist) conditions arc most
favorable (detrimental) for the occurrcncc of PSTs.
4. The PST is not an instantaneous process, once occurs, pcrsist for sevcral hours. Thc

duration of PST also shows height dependency with longer duralions at highcr altitudes.
5. Mechanisms that could explain this unexpected behavior of ABL in thc absmco of solar

forcing is primarily associated with background conditions i.c, during thc PST night thc
surface conditions are hotter (temperature is 4 6 *C larger than normal night), winds
accelerate (no change in winds during normal night), and sudden cnlmcemcnt in surface
moisture.
6. The enhancement in moisture at the time of PSI' is surprising. Thc analysis suggests that

there could be an incursion of moisture somcwhcrc clsc. The role of meso-scale
circulations is envisaged, but nearly similnr wind direction on PST and non-PST nights
rule out this possibility.

